
It’s every IP legal practice’s worst 

nightmare — missing a filing dead-

line. But it happens. IP prosecution 

teams are staffed by humans — and 

therefore run the risk of human error. 

 

Unfortunately, when mistakes compound, it can result in disaster. 

BASF’s jaw-dropping €1 billion lawsuit against Carpmaels & 

Ransford for a missed EPO appeal deadline is an extreme example 

of a scenario that everyone wants to avoid (even if the major  

damages claim was rejected in the end). 

 

Most IP prosecution teams are keenly aware of this and have come 

up with a patchwork of processes to try to prevent mistakes. From 

setting up multiple calendar reminders to using color-coded sticky 

notes, teams will employ extensive and often creative measures to 

prevent anything from being missed. 
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In my 25 years of experience as an IP administrator 

for IP law firms — and as a consultant for Aurora 

North — I’ve had the opportunity to observe the  

processes and mitigation measures that many firms 

put in place to minimize errors in IP prosecution.  

 

I’ve seen what firms try, what works, what doesn’t, 

and what could work better over the long term. 

 

When the news broke about the lawsuit against  

Carpmaels & Ransford, many other IP firms were 

shocked yet sympathetic, taking it as a reminder that 

all IP legal practices need to be vigilant at all times.  

 

I’d like to share my latest thinking and general  

recommendations on how to build safeguards  

to protect your clients, your IP prosecution teams, 

and your IP lawyers from inadvertently making  

costly mistakes. 

The Perils of Paper in a Digital World 

In recent years, we’ve made many strides in  

digitizing various aspects of IP prosecution —

particularly in light of Covid. Yet the fact remains  

that most IP legal practices are still heavily reliant  

on paper. 

 

The “mis-stapling” issue that was highlighted in  

the Carpmaels & Ransford case is one that will  

sound familiar to many. Mis-stapling of documents 

happens more frequently than firms (or patent  

offices) would care to admit. 

 

In the case of Carpmaels & Ransford, the appeal 

deadline had not been docketed because the firm’s 

Records Department had failed to notice that the 

EPO had stapled the revocation decision behind  

the minutes of the oral proceedings.  

 

The Board of Appeal ruled that the fact that the  

revocation decision had “passed through so many 

hands without being identified as such indicate[d] 

that these persons were not sufficiently instructed 

that mail must be read completely and thoroughly,  

or that no effective cross-check was performed.” 

 

The ensuing tragedy of errors — also involving a  

retired partner who was working remotely and  

traveling when the appeal deadline became due — 

underscores the importance of making sure that  

the people, processes, and technology supporting 

your IP operations organization are optimized to 

minimize risks. 
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The Critical Role of the Senior  

IP Administrator 

Does your firm have a Senior IP Administrator who is 

responsible for managing IP operations? If so, does 

that individual have clear authority to enforce  

compliance from your firm’s own lawyers? 

 

Unfortunately, many IP teams fall into the trap of  

deferring to their lawyers, leading to an accountabil-

ity gap. If an IP prosecution team member has passed 

on a reminder to the lawyer responsible for a filing at 

the end of the day, does the staff member’s role end 

there? Or is he or she responsible for confirming that 

the task has been completed?  

 

In terms of organization, we regularly advise firms  

to make sure that they have defined a strong IP  

Administrator role with a mandate to ensure that 

both soft and hard deadlines are closely tracked  

within the docket.  

 

The Senior IP Administrator should have authority, 

tools, and layered systems of quality control in place 

to ensure that filings are accurate and submitted in  

a timely manner.  

 

In terms of operations, we typically advise operational 

leaders to designate several reviewers to simultane-

ously review the daily docket for each firm. While 

lawyers working on teams will focus primarily on  

the due dates for their own assigned matters, there 

should be individuals who monitor the daily docket 

for the firm, including the non-extendible due dates 

for all groups.  

 

 

These individuals should include the IP Administrator 

and the IP Docketing Manager. The IP Administrator 

should be advised when non-extendible deadlines 

remain on the daily docket beyond a pre-determined 

completion time. 

 

When lawyers and staff overlook, do not adhere to — 

or even try to circumvent — established policies and 

procedures, those incidents should immediately get 

flagged to the IP Administrator.  

 

The IP Administrator should then have the authority 

to pursue and resolve potential issues directly with 

the responsible lawyers — even calling them at home 

after hours — and escalating any concerns to the 

management committee level if needed. 
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While some lawyers may initially be uncomfortable 

with change, in general we find that most IP lawyers 

appreciate the support. Once they realize the IP  

Administrator is part of a “safety net” that helps  

them stay on track, lawyers realize that they can be 

more productive and focus on big picture issues, as 

well as flawless execution.  

 

And if the designated “buck stopping” IP Administra-

tor does not feel comfortable pursuing issues with 

lawyers directly — particularly in those urgent, after 

hours, at home situations — that may indicate that 

the management committee needs to stress the  

importance of compliance with all partners. 

 

Some IP practices have been known to take it  

one step further and tie compensation to the  

performance of lawyers. With the support of  

the executive management team, these practices  

reward lawyers for avoiding last-day filings which  

can consume a great deal of staff time. 

Revisiting Docket Clearance Processes 

Insurers generally require IP legal practices to have 

documented docket clearance procedures. However, 

when these procedures aren’t followed, mistakes can 

and do happen. 

 

So, it pays to ask several critical questions. The first 

question is, why aren’t existing procedures being  

followed? Oftentimes, rather than gross negligence, 

it’s the sheer volume of tasks crossing the IP  

prosecution team’s desks that can push processes  

to their limits. 

 

While your process may call for a second or third pair 

of eyes to check every step, in practice, as workload 

increases, the time spent checking each other’s work 

becomes shorter and shorter.  

 

Also, in practice, many IP operations teams rely  

heavily on a few key individuals such as Paralegals 

and IP Specialists who are trusted to “take care of 

everything” and get the job done. However, because 

the volume of work they handle is significant and  

can surge at times, they may not always have the 

bandwidth to follow the correct procedures to the 

letter.  

 

While they get the filings done, they may not always 

update the docket records, resulting in past due,  

non-extendible docket items that remain on the 

firm’s primary docket for weeks, if not months. 

 

Perhaps a more important question is, do you have 

the right docket clearance procedures to begin with?  
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At Aurora North, we regularly run IP operations  

assessments with clients in which we identify gaps in 

their processes, as well as potential backdoors that 

allow lawyers and staff to circumvent checks and bal-

ances. We then recommend processes to reduce risk 

to an absolute minimum. 

 

Having the right mechanisms in place helps to  

prevent errors. For example, requiring more eyes  

on the docket — and ensuring that staff monitoring 

the docket are fully trained and aware of what types 

of issues to look out for — is one way to reduce the 

chances the mistakes will be made. 

 

As a final step, clearing the docket should be the  

responsibility of a highly skilled member of the  

team. Too often, this is left to a junior member of  

the team and treated as a minor administrative step, 

when in fact it can be a critical point to step back  

and assess that everything has been completed  

correctly end to end. 

 

Fundamentally, it’s also extremely important to  

develop a culture of commitment within the firm  

to clearing all dockets properly and recognizing that 

everyone is working together toward the same goal.  

 

Regardless of whether it’s a foreign filing or domestic, 

it only takes one error to bring down the entire firm. 

 

 

Using Technology to Manage Client-

Specific Requirements 

IP legal practices today need to assess whether they 

are making the most of technology in making IP 

prosecution more efficient.  

Too often, we find that time is wasted trying to make 

your processes fit the docketing systems and other 

software you are using, rather than making the  

technology work for you. 

 

Docketing systems often come out of the box  

with generic settings. For example, reminders for 

deadlines may automatically be set to two-month 

and one-month intervals.  

 

We generally advise firms to adapt the frequency  

of reminders in accordance with best practices, to 

minimize the firm’s exposure to risk, and to ensure 

that upcoming deadlines are highlighted well in  

advance of actual due dates. 
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Another issue is that the docket itself may not include 

the right level of detail to help lawyers and staff 

quickly identify what needs to get done when.  

 

If there is not enough detail, entering reminders  

incorporating critical information within the docket, 

using the unused fields within the record, is one way 

to make technology work for you. 

 

In many cases, the docket has too much information, 

which makes it difficult for lawyers to easily identify 

the critical actions and the imminent due dates.  

 

Imagine if you had a dashboard on your desktop that 

highlighted the most urgent tasks, prioritizing actions 

consistently in real time. You could the be certain that 

most critical items would always appear at the top of 

your workflow queue. 

 

Ideally, your tools should allow you to track and  

enforce client-specific requirements as well. You 

should be able to quickly check the most urgent  

tasks for your biggest and most important clients. 

 

And if every email and every document related to 

each client was directly accessible from that same 

desktop, and tracked, it would further minimize the 

chances that a document would be misclassified or 

that an urgent deadline would be missed. 

 

Automating client-specific workflows can be a  

powerful way to trigger reminders, notifications  

and other tasks with consistency and help to  

prevent errors.  

 

You can also workflows to ensure that you’re sending 

updates and reports to clients in the exact format and 

frequency they require. A client portal — shared with 

the client — can also help you to jointly track hard 

and soft deadlines for filings and appeals.  

 

Of course, mistakes can and do happen when using 

docketing systems as well. A deadline may be put on 

the docket with the wrong date or the wrong docket 

type. File numbers are occasionally transposed.  

 

Lawyers who no longer work for the firm may still 

appear in the docket. Periodic housekeeping can  

certainly help, but is usually given the lowest priority 

by firms. To overcome these challenges, technology 

systems should flag potential errors — or identify 

weak points in your overall process — so you can 

find and correct them as soon as possible. 
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Your 2022 IP Prosecution Resolution 

Rather than be haunted by the prospect of a tragedy 

of errors, take control by taking a step back and get-

ting a fresh set of eyes to review and assess your IP 

prosecution processes.  

 

I understand the hesitation to change things. No one 

wants to change a process that doesn’t appear to be 

broken and mostly gets the job done.  

 

It can be tempting to bury your head in the sand 

about issues you desperately hope aren’t there, but 

the consequences of not dealing with them make it 

imperative that you address them before it’s “too 

late.” By taking a holistic approach to change, you 

can also reduce the risk of unintentionally breaking 

something else. 

 

At the same time, it is likely that your IP operations 

team is keenly aware of potential issues and tasks 

that could be executed more efficiently.  

No doubt your team also has a “wish list” of things  

it wishes it could change. Great business leaders  

encourage employees to speak up about the  

suggestions and ideas they have for improvement.  

 

By having an external consultant come in to ask 

questions and listen, your team members feel heard 

— and further invested in processes that are  

ultimately there to help them do their jobs better. 

 

Last but not least, we continue to work in a world in 

which not everyone is in the office all the time. Now 

more than ever, it’s important to ensure that we bring 

your patent and trademark prosecution procedures 

up to date, structure the team in a way that makes 

sense, and use technology to be as efficient as we 

can be to protect your firm, your clients, and the 

most valuable ideas on earth. ▲ 
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